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ABSTRACT

We present sub-arcsecond resolution ground-based near-infrared images of the
central regions of a sample of twelve barred galaxies with circumnuclear star formation
activity, which is organized in ring-like regions typically one kiloparsec in diameter. We
also present Hubble Space Telescope near-infrared images of ten of our sample galaxies,
and compare them with our ground-based data. Although our sample galaxies were
selected for the presence of circumnuclear star formation activity, our broad-band

near-infrared images are heterogeneous, showing a substantial amount of small-scale
structure in some galaxies, and practically none in others. We argue that, where it
exists, this structure is caused by young stars, which also cause the characteristic
bumps or changes in slope in the radial profiles of ellipticity, major axis position
angle, surface brightness and colour at the radius of the circumnuclear ring in most of
our sample galaxies. In 7 out of 10 HST images, star formation in the nuclear ring is
clearly visible as a large number of small emitting regions, organised into spiral arm
fragments, which are accompanied by dust lanes. NIR colour index maps show much
more clearly the location of dust lanes and, in certain cases, regions of star formation
than single broad-band images. Circunmuclear spiral structure thus outlined appears
to be common in barred spiral galaxies with circumnuclear star formation.

Key words: galaxies; spiral - galaxies: starburst - galaxies: evolution - galaxies:

structure - infrared: galaxies

1 INTRODUCTION

Observations and modelling of the circumnuclear regions

(CNRs) of barred galaxies give important clues about the

nature of active galactic nuclei (AGN), (circum)nuclear star-

* Partly based on observations made with the NASA/ESA Hub-

hie Space Telescope, obtained from the data archive at the Space

Telescope Science Institute, which is operated by the Associa-

tion of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc. under NASA

contract NAS 5-26555.

t Visiting Astronomer, Canada-France-Hawali Telescope oper-

ated by the National Research Council of Canada, the Centre

National de la Recherche Scientifique de France and the Univer-

sity of Hawaii.

bursts and the gas dynamics in the central kpc (e.g. Knapen

et al. 1995a,b; Buta & Combes 1996; Elmegreen et al. 1997;

Quillen et al. 1999; Regan & Mulchaey 1999; see also reviews

by Knapen 1999 and Shlosman 1999).

The presence of non-axisymmetries, such as oval distor-

tions or bars, in the gravitational potential of a disc galaxy

can lead to the infall of gaseous material, from galactocentric

radii of a few kpc, into the central kpc. The nonaxisymme-

try facilitates the removal of angular momentum from the

gas, and directs it into the CNR or possibly the nucleus

(Shlosman et al. 1990; Athanassoula 1992; Phinney 1994).

This gas fuelling process is expected to induce morphological

signatures in the bars and CNRs, which are useful tools in

the understanding of the dynamics and kinematics of gaJax-
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Object Type Velocity Distance Scale CNR Nuclear Date of Passbands

km s -1 Mpc pc/arcsec Features activity observation

NGC 1300 (H')SB(s)bc 1568 20.9 101 Ring -- 05/11/95 JHK

NGC 1530 SB(rs)b 2461 32.8 159 Ring+spiral -- 05/11/95 JHK

NGC 2903 SAB(rs)bc 556 7.4 36 Ring Starburst 05/11/95 JHK

NGC 3351 SB(r)b 778 10.1 49 Ring Starburst 06/11/95 K

NGC 3504 (R)SAB(s)ab 1539 20.5 99 RingTspiral Starburst 04/02/96 JHK

NGC 3516 (R)SB(s) 2649 35.3 171 Ring Seyfert 1.5 06/11/95 JHK
NGC 3982 SAB(r)b 1109 14.8 72 Spiral Seyfert 2 04/02/96 JHK

NGC 4303 SAB(rs)a 1566 20.9 101 Ring Seyfert 05/02/96 JHK

NGC 4314 SB(rs)a 963 12.8 62 Ring+spiral -- 03/02/96 JHK
NGC 4321 SAB(s)bc 1571 16.1 70 Ring+spiral -- 10/06/94 K

04/02/96 JH

NGC 5248 SAB(rs)bc 1153 15.4 74 Ring+spiral -- 04/02/96 JHK

NGC 6951 SAB(rs)bc 1424 19.0 92 Ring+spiral LINER/Sy 26/09/94 JHK

Table 1. Properties of our sample galaxies: morphological classification (col. 2; data from de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991), velocity (col.3;

data from NED, the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database), distance and scale (col. 4 and 5, from Ferrarese et al. 1996 for NGC 4321
and Graham et al. 1997 for NCC 3351; from the velocity and H0=75 km s -1 Mpc -1 for all other objects), the dominant circumnuclear

feature as determined from our data (col. 6), class of nuclear activity (col. 7; data from NED), date of run and passbands (col. 8 and

9). All images were obtained with MONICA on the CFHT except the K-image of M100, which was obtained at UKIRT (Knapen et al.

1995a).

ies. Dust lanes and nuclear rings appear to be the dominant

circumnuclear features.

Dust lanes have been interpreted as the location of

shocks in the gas flow. Thus, the morphology of the dust dis-

tribution can reveal characteristics of the dynamics of these

galaxies (Athanassoula 1992) and of the kinematics of the

gas. According to Athanassoula's models, the degree of cur-

vature of the dust lanes is a direct indicator of the strength

of the bar for bars which are not very strong. Nuclear rings,

which are usually sites of active star formation (SF), occur

at the location of strong density enhancements in the gas,

where the bar-driven inflow of gas slows down in the vicin-

ity of inner Lindblad resonances (ILRs; Athanassoula 1992;

Heller & Shlosman 1994; Buta & Combes 1996; Shlosman

1999). SF may result from the gas becoming gravitation-

ally unstable (Elmegreen 1994, 1997), or from triggering in

miniature spiral arms (Knapen et al. 1995b, 2000).

Whereas imaging in the blue, ultraviolet, or in spectral

lines like Ha traces the massive SF (e.g. Sersic & Pastor-

iza 1967; Pogge 1989a,b; Knapen et al. 1995a; Maoz et al.

1996; Colina et al. 1997), near-infrared (NIR) imaging of-

fers very important advantages. Firstly, the presence of sub-

stantial and mostly unquantified amounts of extinguishing

(absorbing and scattering) dust in the CNRs hampers the

interpretation of imaging at especially the UV and optical

wavelengths. NIR, particularly K-band, emission is much

less susceptible to extinction by dust (a factor of 10 when

comparing K to V), whereas colour index images such as

I - K (Knapen et al. 1995a) or J- H are clear morpho-

logical dust indicators due to the relatively modest changes

in those colours caused by different stellar populations. Sec-

ondly, NIR observations are of particular importance to the

study of the CNRs because they allow a better determina-

tion of the mass distribution (excluding dark matter). NIR

imaging is more sensitive to light primarily from cool gi-

ants and dwarfs which dominate the mass or are at least

directly proportional to it. However, as shown in the liter-

ature and by us in this paper, there can be significant, or

even dominant, contributions from young stars to the NIR

emission even in the K-band, so for objects with strong SF

any estimate of the mass distribution made from NIR maps

must take the varying M/L ratio into account (Knapen et al.

1995a,b; Elmegreen et al. 1997; Wada, Sakamoto & Minezaki

1998; Ryder & Knapen 1999).

The atlas of images presented in this paper (Paper I)

represents the first results of a programme which studies

the circumnuclear structures that appear at small scales (a

few hundred parsecs to a kpc) and their connection with the

global disc structure in a sample of 12 barred spiral galaxies.

"_Ve present J, H and K-images at subarcsec resolution for

all 12 sample galaxies, and Hubble Space Telescope (HST)

archive H-band images for 10 of them. In Paper II (P_rez-

Ramirez & Knapen 2000a), we present an accompanying op-

tical data set of broad-band and Ha images of the complete

discs of all our sample galaxies, while in Paper III (P_rez-

Ramirez & Knapen 2000b) the morphological information is

interpreted in terms of the structure and evolution of CNRs

of barred galaxies.

In Section 2, we describe the observations and data re-

duction techniques. The imaging data are presented as a

series of multl-panel figures, which show broad-band im-

ages, colour index images highlighting dust and SF features

against the dominant stellar luminosity, and radial profiles of

ellipticity, position angle, surface brightness and colour. The

results are summarized in Section 3 for individual galaxies,

and briefly discussed in Section 4, while concluding remarks

are given in Section 5.

2 SAMPLE SELECTION, OBSERVATIONS

AND DATA REDUCTION

2.1 The sample

The main selection criterion for our sample is the pres-

ence of a bar and evidence of some circumnuclear structure

associated with it, such as rings, nuclear bars or regions
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Figure 1. H,.qT NICMOS images of the central areas of our sample galaxies obtained using the F160W filter (comparable to H-band).

The regions shown are 19" squared in all cases. The grey scales are stretched in such a way as to emphasize the morphology of the CNR.

Only NGC 3516 is shown with a logarithmic grey scale stretch, all others linear. Black and white border regions are due to rotation of
the images and the orientation of the object on the array. The orientation of the images is the same as of those in Fig. 2, i.e., N is up, E
to the left.
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Figure 2. Images and photometric profiles for the individual galaxies. On the upper left ellipticity (1 - b/a) and major axis position

angle (in degrees) are plotted as a function of major axis radius. The position angle has been measured from N through E. The lower

left panel is a contour plus grey-scale plot of the K-band image of the galaxy. Contours start at K=17.5 magarcsec -2, with intervals of

0.5 magarcsec -_. The coordinates are J2000.0, obtained from the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED). The orientation of the

major axis of the main bar, as determined from the optical imaging in Paper lI, is indicated whenever appropriate by a pair of tickmarks
near the borderof the lower left panel. The middle two panels are grey-scale representations of d -/x" and H -/_." colour index images

with a grey-scale range of 0.5 magarcsec -_, Redder colours are indicated by darker shades. The right panels show the H-band surface

brightness profile (bottom), and the J - K (middle) and H - K (top) colour profiles. The colours and the H-band surface brightness
have been photometrically calibrated using aperture photometry in the literature (see Section 3). a. NGC 1300

of SF. Furthermore, the sample galaxies should be nearby,

bright and observable from the northern hemisphere. Some

of the sample galaxies are taken from the lists published by

Sersic & Pastoriza (1967) and Pogge (1989a,b).

The sample can be considered more anecdotal than

complete in any sense. However, it does significantly increase

the sample size when compared to published NIR studies of

CNRs in barred galaxies, which rarely include more than

three objects and usually discuss only one (e.g. Knapen et

al. 1995a,b; Elmegreen et al. 1997; Laine et al. 1999; Ryder

& Knapen 1999). With our new imaging, we also improve

the spatial resolution, and show different colour index maps,

J - K (primarily outlining dust extinction) and H - K (ad-

ditionally indicating the possible emission due to hot dust

in the case of the more active sample galaxies). Regan &

Mulchaey (1999) show lIST 1.6#m and optical-infrared (ba-

sically R - H) colour index images of a sample of Seyfert

(Sy) galaxies, including a number of CNR galaxies. Two of

the galaxies in their sample are also included in our sample

(NGC 3516 and NGC 3982). The R - H colour, however, is

much more sensitive to changes in stellar populations than

the NIR colours used in our paper. For 10 of our sample

galaxies, we have retrieved, in addition to our own data, H-

band images from the HSTarchive (Fig. 1), and we comment

on the high-resolution NIR morphology of those objects. In

Table 1 we give some information about the classification

of the galaxies of our sample, the predominant circumnu-

clear feature, as determined from the data, and the type of

nuclear activity, if known.

2.2 Ground-based observations

We have obtained NIR broad-band images in the J

(1.25#m), H (1.65 #m) and K (2.2 #m) bands of the 12

barred galaxies that make up our sample, during three ob-

serving runs: 1994 September 26, 1995 November 5-6, and

1996 February 3-5. The observations were made with the

3.6 m Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope (CFHT). We used

the Montreal NIR camera (MONICA; Nadeau et al. 1994),
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Figure 2. b. NGC 1530

equipped with a 256 x 256 pixel HgCdTe array detector with

a projected pixel size of 0'.'248.

Since the sky background in the NIR is bright and

changes rapidly, it is essential to obtain sky frames fre-

quently. We observed the sky usually just before and after

each galaxy observation. Frames typically consisted of four

co-added individual exposures. Separate frames with the nu-

cleus of the galaxy at slightly offset positions were co-added

in the reduction process to produce the final mosaic images.

The weather was clear and generally photometric

thoughout these nights, and the seeing values as measured

from our final images were 0'.'7 - 1:'0.

2.3 Data reduction

The main steps in the reduction of the NIR data include

subtracting the sky background, interpolating across known

bad pixels, and registering and combining the images. The

data reduction was done partly with private programmes

and partly with standard mAF routines.
We first combined four sky exposures taken at different

positions on the sky immediately before and after a series

of galaxy exposures by median-averaging them, while iter-

atively rejecting those values in the averaged sky exposure

that deviate by more than 3a from the average value in

that frame. This procedure allows the automated rejection

of any star images that might have been present in the sky

exposures, which were observed by offsetting the telescope

blindly to a position a few arcmin from the galaxy centre.

We then subtracted the averaged sky image from the rele-

vant galaxy images.

A close inspection of the sky-subtracted galaxy images

of the 1996 run showed the presence of periodic, horizontal

lines which could be traced back to electronic crosstalk in

the system. This raises the noise level in these images. In

order to correct the problem, we used a Fourier transform

technique to locate the frequencies of the maximum inten-

sity in the images, and filtered them out. This resulted in a

considerable improvement in most images, although in a few

images interference stripes are still notable at low levels.

After flat-fielding with dome flats, and masking the un-

reliable pixels in the array, we combined the sky-subtracted

and, where appropriate, de-striped images. Ideally, one

would fike to locate one or more common field stars in the

images to achieve the most accurate alignment possible. Un-

fortunately, the field of view of our images is small and in

most cases we could only use the nucleus of the galaxy itself

to determine the reference position. The individual images

were thus registered and shifted to a common position (in all

cases accurate to a fraction of the pixel size) and averaged.

In the process, the pixei size was halved to increase sam-

pling (reduced from 0('248 to 0'.'124). Finally, we rotated the

images by an angle of 88.8 ° in order to obtain the correct

north (up), east (left) orientation.
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Figure 2. c. NGC 2903, ellipticity and position angle were fixed in the fitting process

2.4 Photometric Calibration

Although we subtracted the background sky as described in

Section 2.3, we cannot check on how accurate our sky sub-

traction is since the sky is variable, and the frame is small

compared with the galaxy. This makes it very hard to es-

timate to what level the flux registered in the photometric

aperture is influenced by any residual background emission.

For that reason, we have used aperture photometry from

the literature. By calibrating with multiple aperture mea-

surements we can better estimate the value of the sky and

the efficiency of the system. If only one useful aperture is

available, we can use only the relatively bright part of the

image. We were able to find the aperture photometry in J,

H and /(-bands for all but one of the galaxies, NGC 1530.

For this galaxy, we used the average magnitude offset as

determined for the rest of the galaxies. Literature photome-

try sources include Glass (1976), Aaronson (1977), McAlary,

McLaren & Crabtree (1979), Balzano & Weedman (1981),

Willner et al. (1985) and Spinoglio et al. (1995).

To check the quality of our photometry, we also made

comparisons with data from the literature. We selected val-

ues from Glass (1984), Cidziel, Wynn-Williams & Becklin

(1985), Devereux, Becklin & Scoville (1987) and Hunt et al.

(1994). The average absolute difference between our results

and the results from different authors was 0.12 mag.

Direct comparison of the surface brightness profile in

the H-band and the H - K colour profile plots was possible

for two of our sample galaxies, NGC 3516 and NGC 3982,

which are in common with the Peletier et al. (1999) sample•

The photometric calibration procedures used were slightly

different, but the agreement in both cases was good.

2.5 Colour index maps and radial profiles

Colour index maps were created after assuring that the rel-

evant pairs of images were at the same pixel scale and orien-

tation and at comparable resolution before combining them.

After calibrating the images, we used GALPHOT

(JCrgensen, Franx & Kjacrgaard 1992) to fit ellipses to the

images. The centre position, ellipticity and the position an-

gle of the fitted ellipses were allowed to change freely as a

function of radius for the H passband. The values for these

parameters were then used as input for the fits to the im-

ages in other passbands, in order to ensure that we produce

reliable colour profiles. In the case of NGC 2903, the po-

sition angle and ellipticity were kept constant because the

large amount of structure present in the core did not allow a

meaningful fit to these parameters. We thus produced plots

(shown in Fig. 2) of the surface brightness of the H-band as a

function of radius, and colour profiles in J- K and H- K for

all the galaxies which were imaged in these bands. Errorbars

in these plots indicate the uncertainty in the determination

of the sky background. We have estimated these uncertain-

ties using the procedure described by Peletier et al. (1999),
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where la errorbars correspond to #H= 21.5 mag arcsec -_,

#_= 21.2 mag arcsec -_ and #K= 20.5 mag arcsec -2 (about

0.1% of the sky background in H and K and 0.3 % in J).

In Fig. 2, we show for each galaxy (except NGC 3351

for which we only obtained a K-band image) greyscaJe rep-
resentations of the K broad-band and J - K and H - K

colour index images, radial profiles of position angle and el-

lipticity as determined from the fit to the H-band image (K

for NGC 3351), and radial surface brightness (H) and colour

(J- K and H- K) profiles. We tabulated the values plotted

as a function of radius, but publish the tables in electronic

form only :_. They are also available from the authors.

2.6 HST NIR imaging

For 10 of our 12 sample galaxies, NICMOS imaging with
the HST is available from the HST archive. We retrieved

the re-reduced P160W (comparable to H-band) images from

the archive. However, we improved the quality of some of

these images by doing additional data reduction to remove

artifacts. We relied on header information to place the im-

ages on an astrometrically correct grid. The images are all

:t The data tables are available electronically from the Centre de

Donn4es astronomlques de Strasbourg (CDS), on: ftp://cdsarc.u-
st rasbg.fr/pub/cats/J/MNRA S/volume/first .page.

taken with the NIC2 camera, with a pixel size of 0'.'075. In

most cases, the image retrieved from the archive is a com-

bination of several individual exposures. For NGC 3516 and

NGC 3982, however, one single exposure was available, and

these images in fact improved most due to our additional

data reduction. Regan & Mulchaey (1999) published two of

these images (NGC 3516 and NGC 3982). We show the cen-

tral areas of all images in Fig. 1, with the same scale and

orientation. In most of the objects, a wealth of detail can be

seen in the CNR. The emission usually coincides with the

location of the SP ring, and most of the individual bright

knots are due to regions of current SF. Dust lanes and/or

SF regions often outline spiral-like patterns, which will be

discussed in more detail below, and in Paper III.

3 RESULTS ON INDIVIDUAL GALAXIES

In this section, we describe some of the results of the NIR

imaging of our sample galaxies, as shown in detail in Fig. 1

(HST NIR images) and Fig. 2 (ground based multi-band

images and profile fits). A more systematic study of param-

eters derived from these data in combination with optical

imaging of the complete galaxy discs is forthcoming (Papers

II and III).
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3.1 NGC 1300

Our broad-band NIR images are remarkably smooth, and do

not show any structure in the CNR (Fig. 2a). The colour in-

dex images, however, show a red ring-like structure, possibly

outlining a single spiral arm that departs from the nucleus

towards the west side of the image and continues to wrap

around the nucleus until it closes in a ring. This ring appears

more continuous and broader in the northern part than in

the south where it looks patchy. The feature seen in our

NIR colour index map cannot be an artifact of combining

two images with slightly different spatial resolution, because

such an artifact would show up as a complete ring, whereas

the observed red feature is not at constant galactocentric

radius. Pogge (1989a) saw an incomplete nuclear ring in Ha

emission with a number of distinct "hot spots".

The lIST H-band image resolves the nuclear ring into

a series of tightly wound spiral armlets, outlined in dust

and stellar populations. The ring region is of a relatively

low amplitude compared to the central bulge component, in

contrast to nuclear rings in other objects, e.g. NGC 3351, as

can be observed in Fig. 1.

The location of the ring corresponds to a bump in all

radial profiles (i.e., surface brightness, colour, ellipticity and

position angle). The J-/( colour of the ring is redder by 0.1

magnitudes than the background. No isophotal twists are

seen in the ellipticity and position angle profiles or in the

contour map of the K-band image. Thus we confirm that

there is no evidence for a nuclear bar (Regan & Elmegreen

1997).

3.2 NGC 1530

We find very well-defined mini-spiral structure in the central

region of this galaxy (Fig. 2b). Reynaud & Downes (19977 see

also Reynaud & Downes 1998, 1999) suggest that the molec-

ular gas distribution in the central 5 kpc of this galaxy is

concentrated along arc-like shock features. Our J-K image

shows that these arcs are part of a well-defined nuclear spi-

ral structure. Furthermore, Reynaud & Downes suggest that

a patchy molecular ring may lie inside these shock fronts,

possibly connected to them. Fig. 2b reveals that the spi-

ral structure forms a pseudoring around the nucleus. Even

the broad-band image shows considerable structure in the

CNR. No isophote twists can be seen in the position angle

plot. Distinct regions, presumably of enhanced SF, can be

noticed along the mini-spiral in the broad-band NIR images.

These regions coincide in position with the dark (red) lanes

seen to outline the mini-spiral in the J - K image. This

implies that the mini-spiral in J - K is not necessarily a

dust spiral (as would have been tempting to conclude from

the colour index image alone) but may well be delineated

by either emission from young stars (e.g. red supergiants),

or from hot dust. We conclude that we see a mini-spiral

in the NIR, outlined by emission from SF and dust. This
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mini-spiral is well traced also on the HST H-band image

(Fig. 1) as a collection of distinct luminous regions outlin-

ing the armlets, which are accompanied by dust lanes.

Like in the case of NGC 1300, a bump in the radial

profiles is visible at the location of the ring. The J-K colour

of the ring is 0.05 magnitudes redder than the background

colour. No pronounced change of slope is detected in the

H-band surface brightness profile, which overall decreases

more smoothly than in the other galaxies discussed here.

3.3 NGC 2903

Fig. 2c shows several peaks of SF in the CNR of this star-

burst galaxy, which, as expected, are resolved in much more

detail in the lIST NICMOS image we obtained from the

HST archive (Fig. 1). These peculiar 'hot spots' in the nu-

clear region have been identified and described in different

ways by various authors. Marcelin, Boulesteix & Georgelin

(1983) found six 'hot spots' forming a linear structure that

crosses the central region. A later study in infrared and ra-

dio by Wynn-Williams & Becklin (1985) showed that bursts

of SF were not confined to the visible hot spots. Simons et

al. (1988) noticed the presence of organized dust structure

in the CNR using NIR and optical imaging. We see patches

of dust in our images, but no coherent structure.

Regan & Elmegreen (1997) found that this galaxy has

an isophotal twist, using a K-band image of the inner

bar region, although the results from an earlier study by

Elmegreen et al. (1996) were ambiguous. Similar twists have

been interpreted as nuclear bars or triaxial structures (e.g.,

Shaw et al. 1995; Friedli & Martinet 1993; Wozniak et

al. 1995). However, our images show such an abundance

of structure that it is hard to imagine that the measured

changes in the radial behaviour of ellipticity or PA would

have any significance in this respect. For that reason, we

set the ellipticity and the PA to fixed values corresponding

to the parameters of the isophotes on the outskirts of our

images when we fit our radial colour profiles.

As in, e.g., NGC 1300, the circumnudear ring-like re-

gion of enhanced SF shows up in the surface brightness pro-

file as a change of slope, and in the colour profiles as a sig-

nificant red bump at the same radius.

Our colour index maps suggest that the nuclear hot

spots may be part of a pseudoring. We can identify more

than six clumps in the broad-band images, and even more

in the colour index map. This is in good agreement with the

idea that obscuration by dust is the reason for a previous

underestimate of the extent of this SF region (cf. Jackson et

al. 1991). As in NGC 1530, we see significant emission from

SF regions in the NIR, including the K-band, which must

at least in part be due to red supergiant emission. The red

J- K and H - K colours of these regions makes them stand

out clearly in the colour index maps.
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3.4 NGC 3351

We only obtained a K-band image (Fig. 2d), which shows

an incomplete ring of presumably SF clumps. The lIST H-

band image (Fig. 1) shows the same ring but at significantly

higher resolution, and resolved into a large number of indi-

vidual luminous regions, presumably star-formlng. Some of

the brightest knots can be recognised in the UV (,._ 2200/_)

lIST image published by Colina et al. (1997), but others,

e.g. the one north of the nucleus, are absent from the UV

image. Dust extinction is the most likely candidate mecha-

nism for this absence, although stellar population differences

can be envisaged as culprits as well. Spiral arm structure is

not obvious in the CNR, and if it is present at all it is very

tightly wound. There is only little evidence of dust organ-

ised into lanes, and the best example of such a dust lane is

seen towards the south-east in the HSTimage. In contrast,

and as a direct result of their much lower spatial resolution,

Shaw et al. (1995), found evidence for a circumnuclear ring

only in their J - K colour map.

As in the other galaxies discussed before in this section,

there is a dichotomy in the slope of the K-band surface

brightness profile. The change occurs at the radius of the

SF "ring", and can be explained as the transition between

an inner active SF region and the quiescent disc around it.

PA and eUipticity are difficult to fit in that area, but their

radial profiles show consistent behaviour in- and outside the

nuclear ring.

3.5 NGC 3504

Our NIR imaging of this barred galaxy reveals a lot of struc-

ture, including a double peak in the central part of the NIR

broad-band images (Fig. 2e). Recent adaptive optics images

obtained with the CFHT (by F. Combes & J.H. Knapen, pri-

vate communication) confirm this double peak, but spectro-

scopic follow-up observations are needed to confirm whether

these peaks are in fact two nuclei. No lIST NIR imaging is

available.

The colour index images show a pair of long and straight

dust lanes that come into the CNR through the main bar,

and intricate dust lane structure in the central region. The

nuclear double peak is very obvious in the colour index maps.

Elmegreen et al. (1997) showed a ring in J - K with five

discrete clumps of SF. The signal to noise ratio in our images

is too low to reveal these SF clumps.

The previously reported isophote twist (e.g., Pompea &

Rieke 1990) is obvious from our imaging, as well as from the

PA and ellipticity profiles. The double bar, outlined by the

two separate peaks in the ellipticity profile, is most probably

not exclusively due to the nuclear double peak, because the

accompanying isophote twist in fact starts somewhat out-

side the region of influence of the double peak. The surface

brightness and colour profiles show the hump at the CNR

radius that is seen in many similar galaxies presented in this

paper.
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3.6 NGC 3516

The only obvious feature in our images is the very red

nucleus. Neither the broad-band HST H-image, nor our

ground-based NIR colour maps reveal any other struc-

ture (Fig. 1, 2f). Regan & Mulchaey (1999) used an HST

WFPC2-NICMOS colour index map to show that a single

spiral dust pattern dominates the circumnuclear morphol-

ogy of this galaxy. They described a strong red dust lane

that emerges from a blue feature north of the nucleus at a

radius of 3". The spatial resolution of our images is not high

enough to reveal such fine details. The differences between

our images and HST images are probably due to the longer

spectral baseline that Regan & Mulchaey used (0.55 #m to

1.6 _tm) and the different spatial resolution.

Quillen et al. (1999) noticed that the inner J-band

isophotes are slightly elongated in a direction roughly per-

pendicular to the outer bar, so the galaxy may be doubly

barred. Our H-band profile indeed shows an isophote twist

of about 50 ° (Fig. 2f). Quillen et al. (1999) saw a curved

dust feature at about 4 arcsec south of the nucleus in their

HST WFPC2-NICMOS colour index map.

3.7 NGC 3982

We see a multi-armed spiral pattern in our images (Fig. 2g),

in agreement with Regan & Mulchaey (1999) who describe

the global morphology of this galaxy as multi-armed. There

is a lot of structure in our ground-based images, but a de-

tailed comparison with the colour index maps obtained by

Regan & Mulchaey (1999) is difficult due to the lower spa-

tial resolution of our images. The HST NIR image (Fig. 1)

is the one used by Regan & Mulchaey, and shows the rather

faint spiral structure in the CNR. Our colour index map

shows that this galaxy has a small red nucleus, classified as

Sy2. The ellipticity of the isophotes reaches a maximum at

a radius of 9 arcsec. This could correspond to a ring, a small

bar or a triaxial bulge.

The radial colour profiles (J - K and H - K) follow a

characteristic shape, becoming very red close to the nucleus,

with the colour most likely due to emission from dust heated

by the AGN radiation field. The colours become bluer until

a certain radius (the location of the ring), after which they

remain constant. Such a profile shape is only seen in the

AGNs of our sample. The difference in colour between the

nucleus and the ring radius is about 0.2 magnitudes in both

J-Kand H-h'.

3.8 NGC 4303

Buta& Crocker (1993) classify this galaxy as having a nu-

clear ring, based on their Ha data. Elmegreen et al. (1997),

using NIR observations, did not detect any ring. According

to them, the ring consists of very young stars which do not
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show up in the NIR. However, we can see a well-defined ring

in our J - K and H - K images (Fig. 2h). There is a pair

of dust lanes which connect the bar to the nuclear ring in

the south and north. The reddest colours are seen where the

dust lanes merge with the nuclear ring.

Colina et al. (1997) present a UV (,-,, 2200_) HST im-

age of the CNR of NGC 4303, which shows spiral structure

outlining massive SF, continuing all the way into the un-
resolved core on the NE side of the nucleus• The UV SF

spiral is strongest on the side opposite to where we sce the

largest concentrations of dust (darkest patches in Fig. 2h) in

our NIR colour index maps. Our lIST H-band image shows

some spiral structure in the NIR but emission is dominated

by the central bulge component•

There are strong isophotal twists within the central 7

arcsec, and a possible nuclear bar with a radius of 2 arcsec

where the ellipticlty reaches a peak of 0.2 and the position

angle is constant at about 220 ° . The signature of the ring

can be recognised as a red peak in the J - K and H - K

colour profiles, as well as in all other profiles.

3.9 NGC 4314

Our ellipticity and PA profiles provide some evidence for a

nuclear bar with a radius of 1-2 arcsec. The corresponding

PA twist can be recognized in the contours of the broad-band

image. Benedict et al. (1993), using the WFPC camera on

the HST, found an oval distortion with a length of 8 arcsec

in the nuclear region. Wozniak et al. (1995) suggested that

this galaxy could be another example of a double-barred

galaxy, although they found it difficult to confirm this with

their ground-based image at a considerably lower spatial

resolution than our new data.

The colour maps published by Shaw et al. (1995) re-

vealed the presence of the circumnuclear ring, which is so

prominent in the optical (e.g., Morgan 1958), and especially

in Hc_ (e.g., Pogge 1989a). This ring is redder than all the

other regions in the galaxy, having colours consistent with

those of typical old stellar populations in ellipticals and spi-

ral bulges. We see a smooth and continuous ring in our J- K

colour index map (Fig. 2i). The HST H-image (Fig. 1) shows

a wealth of emitting structure in narrow tightly wound spi-

ral armlets in the nuclear ring. Fine dust lanes are seen to

accompany the spirals. The radial profiles also show the sig-

nature of the ring, most clearly with colours that are about

0.1 magnitude redder than the background.

3.10 NGC 4321

The prominent star-forming CNR of NGC 4321 (M100)

has been studied in great detail using, e.g., optical and

NIR imaging, CO interferometry, and modelling (e.g., Pogge

1989; Knapen et al. 1995a,b; Knapen 1998; Wada et al. 1998;

Garda-Burillo et al. 1998; Ryder & Knapen 1999; Knapen
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et al. 2000). Knapen et al. (1995b) concluded that M100 has

a circumnuclear starburst maintained by a global bar-driven

density wave.

As already shown in detail by Knapen et al. (1995a), the

K-image of this region is generally smooth, in contrast to the

appearance in optical and Ha. Two symmetrically placed

'hot spots', named K1 and K2, are obvious in Fig. 2j, both

in emission in the broad-band image, and as red features in

the colour index images. Ryder & Knapen (1999) recently

used NIR imaging and spectroscopy to confirm the suspicion

that K1 and K2 are in fact regions of enhanced SF, and

the K emission from those regions is partly due to young

stars (Knapen et al. 1995a,b). Our NIR imaging confirms

the location of dust lanes and suspected SF regions, shown

by Knapen et al. (1995a) in their I - K colour index map.

The locus of the circumnuclear ring-like structure shows up

prominently in all radial profiles. Unfortunately, no HST

NIR images are available.

well as in our colour index maps (Fig. 2k). Spiral structure

with star-forming arms, accompanied by dust lanes, is the

dominant feature. The western spiral arm has colours which

are redder by about 0.1 mag in J - K than its counterpart

in the east. Our J - K image has been published earlier

by Laine et al. (1999). They compared it with the images

obtained using adaptive optics, which show a nuclear grand-

design spiral structure. This nuclear spiral, at scales of tens

of pc, is not expected to show up in a single broad-band NIR

image, even at HST resolution, and in fact does not show

up (Fig. 1). The HST H-band image does show a wealth of

structure in the CNR, again in the form of emitting regions

distributed along spiral arm fragments, and accompanied by

less luminous regions which may well be dusty.

As in other galaxies, we can see the signature of the

ring as a peak at a radius of ,-, 7 arcsec in all radial profiles.
There is no evidence for nested bars.

3.11 NGC 5248

NGC 5248 is a galaxy with an HII nucleus and a lot of SF

activity in the CNR. Elmegreen et al. (1997) found very

conspicuous central spiral arms, and several hotspots that

form a ring-like spiral pattern. Buta and Crocker (1993) de-

tected a nuclear ring with a diameter of 10-17 arcsec. This

activity shows up clearly in our broad-band NIR images, as

3.12 NGC 6951

The dust structure in the circumnuclear ring is the most

conspicuous feature in our J - K colour index map, but

the star-forming regions in the ring can also be seen in the

broad-band images (Fig. 21). The bar dust lanes connect to

this nuclear ring in the northeast and southwest. Several

sites of SF are located along the ring, and its presence is
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also seen in the ellipticity and PA profiles, as well as in all

other profiles (Fig. 21).

We can also see a blue ring at about 2 arcsec, within

the red nuclear ring surrounding it. This blue ring shows

up as a dip in the J - K profile. Its nature is not clear,

and needs further study. The HST H-band image, used also

by Pdrez et al. (2000), shows a picture also seen in, e.g.,

NGC 3351 and NGC 4314, namely of bright emitting knots

distributed along tightly wound spiral armlets in the nuclear

ring, accompanied by dust lanes.

4 DISCUSSION

We have presented examples of circumnuclear rings and dust

lane patterns in the CNRs of a dozen barred galaxies. In

most galaxies, rings are well defined, in others, nuclear spi-

rals with different curvature radii are a predominant circum-

nuclear feature. There are also some galaxies where both fea-

tures coexist. Our sample is composed of 12 galaxies, most of

which have nuclear rings. Six of them also have clear nuclear

mini-spirals (NGC 1530, NGC 3504, NGC 4314, NGC 4321,

NGC 5248 and NGC 6951), while in a few others there is

less clear or circumstantial evidence for mini-spirals.

4.1 Circumnuclear Rings

Simulations (e.g. Athanassoula 1992; Byrd et al. 1994; Heller

& Shlosman 1994; Knapen et al. 1995b; Piner, Stone &

Teuben 1995; see also review by Shlosman 1999) have shown

that circumnuclear rings can arise as a consequence of bar-

driven inflow and the existence of dynamical resonances in

the bar. Shocks form in the gas in regions of orbit crowding

along the leading edges of the bar, and dense gas accumu-

lates in these regions. In the shock region the gas loses angu-

lar momentum through torques exerted by the bar, and flows

inward. The pattern of the gas flow can be quite complex,

but if two ILRs are present, inflowing gas accumulates in a

ring between them (reviewed by Shlosman 1999). If there

is no ILR, the gas may continue to flow inward, resulting

in a nuclear starburst rather than a ring (Telesco, Dressel

& Wolstencroft 1993). Other mechanisms for the origin of

circumnuclear rings that have been put forward as possi-

ble origins include shear in the differentially rotating disc

(Buta & Combes 1996), supermassive black hole binaries

(Taniguchi & Wada 1996), and minor mergers (Taniguchi

1999).
Our sample galaxies were selected to have some kind

of circumnuclear structure, and except in NGC 3516 and

NGC 3982, all have clear circumnuclear star-forming ring-

like regions. SF is visible in most galaxies in the high-

resolution HST NICMOS images (Fig. 1), and also in a

number of galaxies in the ground-based images. However,
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in all galaxies with circumnuclear SF, dust lane structure

outlining small-scale spiral arms is present, as can be seen

in the colour index maps (Fig. 2). This is true even for

NGC 1300 where the SF regions are conspicuously absent

from our ground-based NIR data and very weak in HST

NIR images. We conclude that in this class of barred galax-
ies with circumnuclear SF, dust lane structure in the CNR is

always direct evidence of the accompanying SF, which may

also show up in broad-band NIR imaging.

NIR data are not optimal for determining the sizes of

the circumnuclear features, and we will come back to this

issue in future papers, where Ha imaging will be used to

localize the SF activity in the CNR. However, the radial

profiles often allow the determination of the diameter of the

"rings": typical major axis diameters are 1-2 kpc.

4.2 Dust Lanes

The first suggestion about the link between dust lanes and

shocks in the gas flow was made by Prendergast (1962). Gas

can follow simple periodic orbits that do not intersect when

the bar or oval distortion is not very strong. When the bar

is strong, the families of periodic orbits intersect and shocks

are formed (e.g. Sanders, Teuben and Van Albada 1983).

Dust lanes in bars, as described by Athanassoula (1992),
can be:

(i) straight and parallel to the bar major axis, or

(ii) curved and have their concave sides towards the bar

major axis.

The detailed shape of the loci of offset shocks changes

with the parameters of the potential (Athanassoula 1992).

The simulations presented by Athanassoula show that there

is a very clear sequence of shapes for the shock loci. For

axial ratios corresponding to fat bars or ovals, and presum-

ably to what could theoretically be called a weak bar, the

shock lanes are curved with their concave parts towards

the bar major axis. For slim ("strong")bars, the dust lanes

straighten out, their curvature decreases and their shape be-

comes gradually more straight. For even higher axial ratios

the shock loci tend towards the bar major axis. Thus, strong

bars should have straight dust lanes, while ovals or weak bars

should have more curved dust lanes.

Athanassoula (1992) also proposed that the strength

of SF near the dust lanes depends on the strength of the

bar. The dust lanes observed on the leading edges of most

bars with high ellipticity (strong) are very smooth and show

no HII regions or other signs of recent SF. In the case of

curved dust lanes strings of H[I regions are accompanying

the dust lanes. Due to the enhanced gas mass fraction, dust

is expected to be prominent in the CNRs themselves, and

this, in fact, is seen clearly in most cases in the colour index

images, and also often in the broad-band images, especially

the HST NICMOS images. Such dust lanes are expected to

be continuations of the dust lanes in the bar, and this is what

is seen in our images (see Shlosman 1999 for a theoretical

review).

NIR colour index images are not very sensitive to

changes in stellar populations, and can outline dust struc-

ture clearly (see e.g. the I - K map of M100 in Knapen

et al. 1995a). We see clear and abundant observational evi-

dence for dust lanes on several scales, but most clearly in the

CNRs. Dust lanes in the bars are not well visible in general

in our NIR imaging due to the lower signal to noise ratios
achieved in the bar regions. In Paper II, we present opti-

cal colour index maps which outline the dust lane structure

in the bars and discs of our sample galaxies more clearly,

and we study the relationship between the shape of the dust

lanes, the axial ratio, and the SF in the bar in more detail.

4.3 Colour Distributions

Our colour maps have shown the presence of circumnuclear

rings in most of the galaxies in our sample. These rings

are generally redder than other regions in the galaxy by

about 0.05- 0.1 magnitude in J - K and H - K. From the

colour index maps or colour profiles alone it is not possible to

make meaningful statements about quantities of extinguish-
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ing dust implied by the redder colours. In fact, there are indi-

cations from both optical and NIR imaging and spectroscopy

that the red colours in CNRs in galaxies like the ones studied

here may be influenced by young stars, e.g. red supergiants

(Knapen et al. 1995a,b; Knapen 1996; Elmegreen et al. 1997;

Ryder & Knapen 1999). In Paper III, we will compare the

precise location of the J- K and H - K features with those

of SF regions as seen in Ha emission, and try to place quan-

titative limits on the origins of the red light in the CNRs.

Two of the host galaxies of Sy nuclei (NGC 3516 and

NGC 3982), which have colours consistent with those mea-

sured by Peletier et al. (1999), also show a peculiar shape

in the colour profiles, starting from a very red value and

steeply decreasing until the radius of the ring, remaining

constant afterwards. Peletier et al. (1999) suggested that

the red H - K (or J - K) colours in the cores of many Sy

galaxies could be due to a significant fraction of thermal ra-
diation from hot dust heated by the Sy nucleus. However,

the two other AGN hosts in our sample (NGC 4303 and

NGC 6951) do not show significantly red nuclei.

4.4 Radial profiles

One of the main data products presented in this paper is

a set of detailed radial profile fits to the NIR images. We

present (Fig. 2a-l) radial profiles of ellipticity, major axis po-

sition angle, NIR colour, and H-band surface brightness. We

will discuss the existence and properties of (primary and sec-

ondary) bars in Paper II, where we combine the NIR profiles

presented here with /-band profiles of the complete discs,

covering also the primary bar, if present. Certain aspects of

the radial profiles have already been discussed in Section 3,

but there is one characteristic which is worth mentioning

here. Apart from NGC 3516 and NGC 3982, the radial pro-

files show characteristic behaviour near the radius of the cir-

cumnuclear "ring". In seven (out of 10) galaxies, all profiles

(surface brightness, colour, ellipticity and position angle)

show either a change in slope, where the surface brightness

profile becomes steeper, or a bump, when the colour profile

shows a limited redder region caused by either dust or SF

in or near the ring - see Section 4.3. These characteristics

are accompanied by some change in ellipticity and position

angle. In a further two galaxies (NGC 1530 and NGC 4314)

only the surface brightness profile does not follow this trend,

whereas in NGC 5248 the colour profile is the deviant one.

Of course in NGC 2903 and NGC 3351 we cannot judge the

behaviour of ellipticity/position angle and colour profiles,

respectively.

We postulate that the features in the surface brightness

and colour profiles are due directly to a relatively young pop-

ulation. Firstly, an old, bulge-like, population would not be

expected to give rise to strong high-resolution features such

as the ones discussed here. Secondly, if the red bumps in

the colour profiles were due to extinction by dust only, they

should be accompanied by relative dips in the corresponding

surface brightness profiles (such dust would remove light in

each of the J, H and K-bands). Instead, red bumps in the

colour profiles are in all cases accompanied by bumps in the

surface brightness profiles: relative excesses in emission, red

in colour, that are naturally explained by excess emission

produced locally by relatively young stars, probably accom-

panied by dust. We will come back to this issue in Paper III,

where we combine the NIR data with Ha imaging.

5 CONCLUSIONS

This is the first paper in a series exploring the relationships

between ring-like star-forming regions in the central few kpc

regions of barred galaxies and the morphological properties

of their hosts. In this paper, we present new sub-arcsec res-

olution NIR images obtained with the CFHT of the central

regions of a sample of 12 barred galaxies with circumnu-

clear SF activity, and lIST archival NIR images of most of

the sample objects. In Paper III, we will combine these data

with optical imaging of the complete hosts, as presented in

Paper II.

Our NIR images reveal a wealth of structure, caused

by young stars and dust. In colour index maps, structures

such as SF sites and dust lanes are generally apparent, even

in those galaxies where the broad-band images appear fea-

tureless. The colour maps of most galaxies show evidence of

an often tightly wound spiral structure. In some cases, this

spiral structure is visible also in the broad-band images, and

as expected due to the higher spatial resolution, more often

so in the lIST than in the ground-based images. Where cir-

cumnuclear structure is visible in the lIST images (in about

three quarters of all cases), it shows large numbers of small

emitting regions, presumably SF regions, often outlined in

spiral arm fragments, and accompanied by dust lanes. Cir-

cumnuclear spiral structure thus appears to be common in

barred spiral galaxies with circumnuclear SF.

In most of our sample galaxies, and in all those where

the star-forming nuclear ring is well defined, radial profiles

of surface brightness, colour, ellipticity and position angle

show a characteristic bump or change in slope at the radius

where the circumnuclear ring is located.
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